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Quest R-134a Recharge & Retrofit Kit
Quickly converts an R12 system to R134a in 10 minutes. Contains three 12 oz. cans of High Mileage R134a for a full system charge plus a recharge hose with gauge handle for checking system pressure while adding refrigerant. Also includes R134a high side and low side retrofit fittings and a third fitting for pre-1976 vehicles and late model imports, caps, EPA approved label, and complete instructions.

QST 323  Quest R-134A Recharge & Retrofit Kit

Quest R-134a Retrofit Kit
Quickly converts an R12 system to R134a in 10 minutes. Contains 3 oz. can of retrofit oil with special conversion additives, Stop Leak, O-ring conditioner, and patented R134a recharge hose with quick-connect and can tap. Also includes R134a high side and low side retrofit fittings, caps, EPA approved label, and complete instructions.

QST 320  Quest R-134a Retrofit Kit

Quest R-12 to R-134a Gauge & Hose Conversion Kit
Converts any R-12 gauge and hose set to R-134a. Complies with EPA guidelines. Contains high and low-side connectors and thread adapters.

QST 430  Quest R-12 To R-134a Gauge & Hose Conversion Kit

Complete R-134a Retrofit Parts Kit
Contains:
- 1 - Low Side 7/16˝ port
- 1 - High Side 3/8˝ port
- 1 - High Side for 2 Piece GM port
- 1 - High Side 7/16˝ port- all cars, all years

QST VA-LH11  Complete R-134a Retrofit Parts Kit

R-134a Low-Pressure Port Retrofit Valve
- For 7/16˝ port all cars; includes dust cap and retrofit label.

QST VA-1L  R-134a Low-pressure Port Retrofit Valve

Smart-Charge™ Recharge Kit
- Accurately measures pressure and charges all R-134a A/C system by calculating ambient temperature and the A/C system’s low-side pressure.
- Uses easy-to-read indicator lights and alarms to alert user of system condition and to advise the proper course of action.
- Includes batteries and complete instructions and trouble-shooting guide.

QST 425  Smart-Charge™ Recharge Kit

R-134a Recharge Hose
- R-134a recharge hose for charging through A/C low-pressure service port.
- Patented thermoplastic quick-connect coupler and can tap.

QST 401F  R-134a Recharge Hose (Thermoplastic)

R-12 Recharge Kit
- R-12 Recharge kit comes with everything needed to connect and charge a can of R-12 through the low-pressure service port
- Kit comes with a recharge hose, can tap, and locking dispenser clamp

QST 461  R-12 Recharge Kit

Quest DIY Manifold Gauge and Hose Set
Developed to help the Do-it-yourself customer easily check low and high side pressures while adding refrigerant as needed. Once connected to the system simply turn the blue low side gauge to add refrigerant or turn it back to check low side pressures. The high side is a separate connection from the low side so there is no chance of accidentally charging through the high side of the system. Features one 24˝ blue low side hose, one 24˝ red high side hose, one 24˝ yellow charging hose, high and low side connectors, and an acme R134a can tap.

QST 432  Quest DIY Manifold Gauge and Hose Set
Air Conditioning
A/C D.I.Y. Recharging Kits, Tools and Adapters

Quest R-134a Recharge Hose with Gauge Handle
Connects an R-134a can to the low-side service port. Has a patented thermoplastic can tap valve with metal threads and a stainless steel piercing pin feather a low side pressure gauge built into the handle.

QST 401GCS Quest R-134a Recharge Hose with Gauge Handle
QST 401GMCS-CA Quest R-134a Recharge Hose with Gauge - Metal (For California CARB32 Compliance)

R-134a Refrigerant
- For factory installed and retrofitted R-134a automotive air conditioning systems
- ACME threaded top

QST 301CA R-134a Refrigerant, 12 oz. (For California CARB32 Compliance)

Manifold Set
Designed to meet the quality demands of today’s professional mechanic. Includes recalibrateable gauges, SAE approved hoses (36”, 36”, and 60”), R134a quick-couple connectors with shut off valves, and a blow-molded plastic case.

QST 429 Manifold Set

Aluminum Manifold Kits
These solid extruded aluminum bodies have free floating piston type valves to reduce o-ring wear. Besides over-sized sight glass for refrigerant checking, they offer large high impact nylon knobs for easy grip and long life. All gauges are “shock” proof for accurate and smooth needle movement.

EQP 7405 R-12 Aluminum Manifold Kit
EQP 7403 R-134a Aluminum Manifold Kit

Brass Manifold Kits
All are heavy-duty forged brass bodies, with large sight glasses for visual refrigerant checking. All gauges are “shock” proof for accurate and smooth needle movement. These gauges can be easily recalibrated in the field to maintain accuracy. These units have metal handles with grip slots for ease of operation.

EQP 7404 R-12 Brass Manifold Kit
EQP 7402 R-134a Brass Manifold Kit

R-12/R-134a Dual Aluminum Manifold Kit
These solid extruded aluminum bodies have free floating piston type valves to reduce o-ring wear. Besides over-sized sight glass for refrigerant checking, they offer large high impact nylon knobs for easy grip and long life. All gauges are “shock” proof for accurate and smooth needle movement.

EQP 7401 R-12/R-134a Dual Aluminum Manifold Kit

R-12/R-134a Dual Brass Manifold Kit
All are heavy-duty forged brass bodies, with large sight glasses for visual refrigerant checking. All gauges are “shock” proof for accurate and smooth needle movement. These gauges can be easily recalibrated in the field to maintain accuracy. These units have metal handles with grip slots for ease of operation.

EQP 7400 R-12/R-134a Dual Brass Manifold Kit

R-12 to R-134a Conversion Kit
The most economic way to convert R-12 gauges to R-134a gauges. Also includes R-134a 90 degree quick couplers and an adapter for R-134a refrigerant tank.

EQP 7408 R-12 to R-134a Conversion Kit
R-134a Hose Set
- Non-permeable 36” red high-side and blue low-side hoses and 60” yellow charging hose.
- All hoses are rated with a 3,000 psi burst pressure.
- Includes high and low-side quick couplers with shut-off valves.

QST 418 R-134a Hose Set
(for Manifold Gauge Set)

72” Recharging Hose Set
Both the 2500 and 3500 psi hose sets are burst tested to exceed the minimum requirement and are assembled to a secured crimp for a maximum durability and life.

EQP 7406 72” R-12 Recharging Hose Set
EQP 7407 72” R-134a Recharging Hose Set

CARQUEST® Quick Connect A/C Flush Drain Hose
Quick connect head adjusts to any size outlet, no grommets required. Connect to outlet of component being flushed, drop end of hose into bucket to keep both vehicle and shop clean during flushing.

CCM CQ24-1496 CARQUEST® Quick Connect A/C Flush Drain Hose

Heavy-Duty A/C Gauge
Measures R-134a refrigerant level quickly and easily. Made from heavy-duty die cast metal. Ergonomically designed handle makes it easy to quickly check low-side pressure. Glycerin-filled gauge is shock and vibration proof. Gauge also features a calibrated and color coded face with a needles that locks in position until its re-set.

QST GEZ-1HD Heavy-Duty A/C Gauge

R-134a Quickcheck
Check the A/C system’s fill at a glance with the Quickcheck: a low pressure gauge that comes with an innovative dial pressure indicator to help determine the system’s correct fill level. It attaches to the low-pressure service port using a patented thermo-plastic quick-couple fitting for tight spots round the low pressure service port.

QST 423 R-134a Quickcheck

Auto Air Conditioner Check Gauge
Measure pressure on any R-12, R-22, or R-134a system. Color coded and calibrated for easy use.

QST 419 Auto Air Conditioner Check Gauge

CARQUEST® Vacuum Pump Oil 32 oz.
Insures proper lubrication and effective sealing between moving parts.

CCM CVQ32 CARQUEST® Vacuum Pump Oil 32 oz., 12 bottles per case

Complete Leakfinder™ Kit
Ideal entry-level kit! Pinpoints A/C, oil, fuel, ATF, PS, hydraulics and coolant leaks.

Contains:
1 - TP-8620CS OPTI-Lite™ 6-LED, economy leak detection flashlight
1 - TP-9881 Syringe A/C dye injector with hose for R-134a and R-12 adapter/purge fitting
1 - TP-3840-001CS - 1 oz. bottle co-solvent free universal A/C dye, services up to 4 vehicles
1 - TP-3405CS - 1 oz. bottle Dye-Lite® All-In-One™ standard oil dye, services 1 vehicle
1 - 120884 - 8 oz. bottle GLO-AWAY™ dye cleaner
1 - TP-9940 fluorescence-enhancing glasses
1 - TP-1140 plastic carrying case

TRA TP-8621 Complete LeakFinder™ Kit
Complete OPTI-Lite™ / EZ-Ject™ Kit

Budget friendly! This complete AC & fluid kit features the TP-8620CS OPTI-Lite™ cordless, economy LED flashlight.

Contains:
1 - TP-8620CS OPTI-Lite™ 6-LED, economy flashlight
1 - EZ-Ject™ injector with universal A/C dye cartridge for servicing up to 14 vehicles
1 - 1 oz. bottle Dye-Lite® All-In-One™ standard dye for oil, fuel, ATF, PS and hydraulic leaks, services 1 vehicle
1 - 1 oz. bottle Dye-Lite® coolant/auto body leak dye, services 1 vehicle
1 - TP-9940 Fluorescence-enhancing glasses
1 - TP-1140 plastic case

TRA TP-8627 Complete OPTI-Lite™ / EZ-Ject™ Kit

OPTI-Lite™ / EZ-SHOT™ A/C Kit

Most Economical! This kit, with the EZ-Shot™ dye injector, includes everything needed for A/C only leak detection (Low Side injection). Features the TP-8620CS OPTI-Lite™ cordless, economy LED flashlight.

Contains:
1 - TP-8620CS OPTI-Lite™, economy, 6-LED leak detection flashlight
1 - TP-9790 EZ-Shot™ A/C dye injection kit with:
   1 - TP-9747 hose/coupler for R-134a systems with R-12 adapter/purge fitting
   1 - TP-9770-0108 - 8 oz. universal A/C dye cartridge for servicing up to 64 vehicles
1 - 120884 - 8 oz. spray bottle of GLO-AWAY™ dye cleaner
1 - TP-9940 Fluorescence-enhancing glasses
1 - TP-1140 plastic case

TRA TP-8626 OPTI-Lite™ / EZ-Shot™ A/C Kit

OPTIMAX™ Jr EZ-Ject™ Complete Kit

Complete OPTIMAX™ Jr EZ-Ject™ kit – powerful, professional and affordable! EZ-Ject™ dye injector is the easiest, most accurate and most compact method of servicing a vehicle’s A/C system with dye.

Contains:
1 - High-intensity OPTIMAX™ Jr LED, 3AA lamp
1 - EZ-Ject™ injector with universal A/C dye cartridge for servicing up to 14 vehicles
1 - 1 oz. All-In-One™ dye for oil, fuel, ATF, PS and hydraulic leaks, services 2 vehicles
1 - 1 oz. coolant dye, services 1 vehicle
1 - Fluorescence-enhancing glasses
1 - Plastic case

TRA TP-8647 OPTIMAX™ Jr EZ-Ject™ Complete Kit

Complete R-134a UV Leak Detection Kit

Inclides everything needed for R-134a auto A/C system UV leak detection.

Contains:
1 - UV dye injector (part# 433CS) for use with recharge hose and refrigerant
1 - High-intensity UV light
1 - Yellow tinted protective glasses
1 - Single application of R-134a UV leak detection dye (373) that meets SAE J2297

QST 436 Complete R-134a UV Leak Detection Kit

Cool Smoke EVAP Leak Detection System

The patented “Cool Smoke” process does not use a heat source to generate it’s UV dye enhanced smoke.

MTV 500-0100 Cool Smoke EVAP Leak Detection System
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quad Max Pro™ Multi-function, Flexible Leak Detection Lamp</strong></td>
<td>3-UV LED's for leak detection or 1-bright white LED light for inspection. Flexible head allows precise positioning in tight spots. Adjustable service mirror helps pinpoint &quot;hidden&quot; leaks.</td>
<td>TRA TP-8670CS Quad Max Pro™ Multi-Function, Flexible Leak Detection Lamp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quad Max Pro™ Super-High Intensity Rechargeable Lamp</strong></td>
<td>Powerful, Portable and Rechargeable! Super-high intensity LED technology. 10 times brighter than regular LED lights. Over 6 hours of peak performance. Power comparable to 100W lamps. Inspection range of up to 20 feet (6.1m). Compatible with all leak detection dyes.</td>
<td>TRA TP-8680 Quad Max Pro™ Super-High Intensity Rechargeable Lamp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dye Enhancing Safety Glasses</strong></td>
<td>These special glasses are designed to enhance the visibility of all ultra-violet dyes. Makes finding the source of the leak much easier and safer.</td>
<td>CCM 9336 Dye Enhancing Safety Glasses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OPTI-Lite™ Cordless, Economy 6-LED Leak Detection Flashlight</strong></td>
<td>Portable and affordable! Power comparable to 50 W lamps. Inspection range of up to 2 ft (0.6m) or more. 100,000 hour bulb life. Powered by 3 AA batteries (included).</td>
<td>TRA TP-8620CS OPTI-Lite™ Cordless, Economy 6-LED Leak Detection Flashlight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OPTIMAX™ Jr High Intensity Lamp</strong></td>
<td>OPTIMAX™ Jr cordless fluorescent leak detection flashlight – powerful, portable and affordable! High intensity LED technology, with the power of a 75W lamp. Over 4 hours of peak performance. Compatible with all leak detection dyes.</td>
<td>Contains: 3 - AA batteries and fluorescence-enhancing glasses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TITAN® UV/Blue™ 100-Watt Lamp</strong></td>
<td>TITAN® UV/Blue™ 100-Watt Lamp is our most powerful! TITAN® filter technology produces over 86% more leak detection light and makes all leaks glow the brightest! Super-high intensity, instant-on, flood beam &amp; a 12 ft coiled cord with alligator clips. UV enhanced glasses included.</td>
<td>TRA TP-8000CS TITAN® UV/Blue™ 100-Watt Lamp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MicroLED-Lite</strong></td>
<td>Finally, an Affordable Rechargeable Light with the Power of True UV LED!!! This lamp has 12 LED's optimized for power and ideal for leak detection.</td>
<td>UVW 413060 MicroLED-Lite: Cordless and Rechargeable 12 LED UV Light with UV Glasses and Charger.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Dualer Utility Light</strong></td>
<td>The Dualer is the latest innovation in UV leak detection. the dual purpose, dual end light comes with a UV light which utilizes four LEDs that converge into a single beam of light thanks to the uniquely designed focal lens. The Dualer works with any type, any brand of UV dye. the other end is a high intensity, long reach flash light. All of this is controlled by one 3-way switch for ease of use. Batteries included.</td>
<td>QST 439 The Dualer Utility Light</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Air Conditioning
Leak Detection Tools / Accessories

Quest UV Dye Leak Detector Kit
High-intensity UV Light and safety glasses. Small compact light fits hard to reach areas. Makes finding leaks easier.

QST 438 Quest UV Dye Leak Detector Kit, 12 per case

Supercool Carded U/V Pocket Light
Perfect for close-up leak inspections of A/C, hydraulic, lubricating and cooling systems containing U/V Dye. Light-duty medium intensity true blue U/V LED. Rated for over 50,000 hours of use. Pocket sized, extendable. Includes adjustable service mirror for those hard to see areas. Licensed under U.S. Patent 6,491,408.

CCM 7301 Supercool Carded U/V Pocket Light
CCM 7370 Supercool Carded Coin Battery 3 Pack

Tracerline® Leakfinder™ Lamp
Bulb/Filter 12V for TP-1100.

TRA 1110 Bulb/Filter 12V for TP-1100

UV Phazer
New leading-edge technology with the use of 18 True-UV LED’s – this powerful beam of UV light illuminates UV dyes brighter than ever!

UVW 413070A UV Phazer: 18 LED UV Light

UV Phazer NEO Cordless UV Lamp
We compared the NEO UV light against a leading competitors “Best” UV light using two popular A/C dyes. The NEO fluoresces the dyes brighter, plus the UView dye is virtually impossible to miss.

UVW 413025 UV Phazer NEO Cordless UV Lamp

CARQUEST® R-134a Oil/Dye Injector
For use with manifold gauge sets. Great for introducing ST21, ST22 polymer free leak stop, UV dye and oils to a closed A/C system. Made of heavy-duty aluminum. Use in-line on pressurized systems. Quick connect style.

CCM CQ2375 CARQUEST® R-134a Oil/Dye Injector

EZ-Ject Assembly
EZ-Ject A/C dye injector assembly.

TRA TP-9845 EZ-Ject Assembly

R-134a UV Dye Injector
- Injects one application (.25 oz.) of R-134a A/C system UV leak detection dye
- For use with R-134a recharge hose and refrigerant

QST 433CS R-134a UV Dye Injector

EZ-Shot™ Universal A/C Dye Injection Kit
Universal and economical, EZ-Shot™ quickly introduces dye into a vehicle’s A/C system. BigEZ™ cartridges are pre-filled with “CO-SOLVENT” A/C dye, certified to meet SAE J2297 and calibrated for exact dosing.

Contains:
1 - EZ-Shot™ Dye Injection Gun
1 - R-134a Hose with R-12 Fitting
1 - BigEZ™ 8 oz. Universal Dye Cartridge Services up to 64 Vehicles
1 - Hoses, couplers for low-side injection for all A/C systems

TRA TP-9790 EZ-Shot™ Universal A/C Dye Injection Kit
CARQUEST® Concentrated Air Conditioner U/V Leak Detection Dye
Works with R-134a & R-12 refrigeration systems. Detectable when exposed to any standard black light. Compatible with PAG, ester and mineral oils. Does not contain solvents (Meets SAE J-2297 standards). Will not harm A/C systems or recovery equipment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCM CQD1</td>
<td>CARQUEST® 1 oz. Concentrated UV Dye, Bottle, Treats up to 4 Vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCM CQD1-12</td>
<td>CARQUEST® 1/4 oz. Single Application Pack, 12 Per Pack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCM CQD4</td>
<td>CARQUEST® 4 oz. Bottle Treats 16 Vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCM CQD8</td>
<td>CARQUEST® 8 oz. Concentrated UV Dye, Bottle with/Self Measure, Treats up to 32 Vehicles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CARQUEST® Cartridge Refill Tool
Heavy-duty chrome tool allows you to easily push and return U/V Dye cartridge plunger back to full position before re-filling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCM CQ7394</td>
<td>CARQUEST® Cartridge Refill Tool</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Spotgun Jr. "Multi-Shot" Cartridges
Spotgun Jr. replacement dye cartridges are easy-to-use, without mess or spills. Services up to 40 vehicles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UVW 399020</td>
<td>Spotgun Jr. &quot;Multi-Shot&quot; Cartridges, 1 oz. (Box of 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UVW 499108</td>
<td>Universal A/C Dye Cartridge (8oz./240ml): For Spotgun Only!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EZ-Ject™ R-134a/PAG A/C Dye Cartridges
EZ-Ject™ R-134a/PAG A/C dye cartridges glows bright! Cartridges are pre-filled with “CO-SOLVENT” A/C dye, certified to meet SAE J2297. Each EZ-Ject™ R-134a/PAG dye cartridge services up to 14 vehicles. Replacement dye cartridges for TP-1127, Complete EZ-Ject™ kit and TP-8647 Optimax Jr. EZ-Ject™ complete kit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRA TP-9860-0601</td>
<td>EZ-Ject™ R-134a/PAG A/C Dye Cartridges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA TP-9870-0601</td>
<td>EZ-Ject™ Universal A/C Dye Cartridges</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fluoro-Lite® R-134a/PAG Bottled Dye
Fluoro-Lite® R-134a/PAG Bottled Dye – OE Approved! Case of (6) 1 oz. bottles. Services up to 4 vehicles per 1 oz. bottle. Highly concentrated and glows bright. Co-solvent free and certified to meet SAE J2297.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRA TP-3820-0601</td>
<td>Fluoro-Lite® R-134a/PAG Bottled Dye</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fluoro-Lite® Universal Bottled A/C Dye
Fluoro-Lite® R-134a/PAG bottled dye – OE approved! Case of (6) 1 oz. bottles. Services up to 4 vehicles per 1 oz. bottle. Highly concentrated and glows bright. Co-solvent free and certified to meet SAE J2297.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRA TP-3840-0601</td>
<td>Fluoro-Lite® Universal Bottled A/C Dye</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Air Conditioning
A/C Dyes - A/C Flush & Accessories

R-134a with UV Leak Detection Dye
- For factory installed and retrofitted R-134a auto A/C systems
- Contains single application of UV leak detection dye
- Meets SAE J2297
- ACME threaded top
QST 334CA R-134a with UV Leak Detection Dye, 12.3 oz. (For California CARB32 Compliance)

Quest R-134a A/C UV Dye
Easiest, least expensive way to add UV dye to an A/C system. Patented push-button, quick-connect hose is vacuumed to prevent air from entering A/C system. Hold button for 3 seconds to inject a single application of UV dye. Meets SAE J2297.
QST 333 Quest R-134a A/C 30-Shot UV Dye 3.46 oz.
QST 332 Quest R-134a A/C 5-Shot UV Dye 2.1 oz.
QST 330 Quest R-134a A/C 1-Shot UV Dye 1.7 oz.

Quest UV Dye Cleaner
- Easily cleans residual UV dye in hard to reach areas with Accusol spray nozzle
- For use on all types of UV dye
- Non-toxic, non-corrosive formula - safe for use on all surfaces
QST 372 Quest UV Dye Cleaner, 8 oz.

Universal A/C UV Dye
- Four applications (.25 oz.) of Universal A/C system UV leak detection dye
- Can be used in all R-134a, R-12, and R-22 systems
- Compatible with all PAG, Ester, and Mineral based refrigerant oils
- Meets SAE J2297
QST 376CS Universal A/C UV Dye, 1 oz.

Ultra Violet Leak Detection Inspection Labels
These labels are ideal for clearly identifying air conditioning systems containing UV dye. They can increase profits since the dye remains in the A/C system and additional dye is not normally needed to locate new leaks should they develop.
CCM DLAB-10CQ Ultra Violet Leak Detection Inspection Labels 10 per bag

CARQUEST® Flow Control Flush Gun
Attach to shop air for maximum pressure & effectiveness. Flush cylinder can be pressurized for use without air hose attached. Ideal for removing contaminants, moisture and acid from air conditioning systems using R-134a & R-12 refrigerants. Detailed instructions included.
CCM CQ24-1497 CARQUEST® Flow Control Flush Gun

Airlift Kit
Eliminate airlocks in vehicle cooling systems and refills in seconds…OEM approved worldwide!
UVW 550000 Airlift Kit

A/C Flash Flush
Quickly in a flash penetrates and removes oil and other contaminants from A/C components. Leaves no residue.
CCM CQ22762 A/C Flash Flush, Quart
CCM CQ22779 A/C Flash Flush, Gallon

Aerosol Power Clean & Flush
- Aerosol Flush for R-134a and R-12 Auto A/C Systems
- Safely Removes Old Oil and Contaminants From A/C Systems
- Includes Disposable Dispensing Hose
- Biodegradable & Environment Friendly
- Fast Drying
QST CA-1 Aerosol Power Clean & Flush, 17 oz.

CARQUEST® A/C Equipment Flush
Specially formulated to remove Polymeric leak stop agents and other debris from Recovery / Recycling Equipment and A/C flush machines. Will not adversely affect the performance of A/C equipment or components when used properly.
CCM CQ7318 CARQUEST® A/C Equipment Flush, Quart
CCM CQ7325 CARQUEST® A/C Equipment Flush, Gallon
CARQUEST® A/C Equipment Pre-Treatment
Coats internal equipment & system components to help prevent harmful Polymeric leak stop agent build-up in Recovery / Recycle and A/C flush machines. Will not adversely affect the performance of A/C equipment or components when used properly.
CCM CQ7332 CARQUEST® A/C Equipment Pre-Treatment, Quart
CCM CQ7349 CARQUEST® A/C Equipment Pre-Treatment, Gallon

CARQUEST® Extra Flush II Fast Evaporating A/C Flush
CCM CQEF2G CARQUEST® Extra Flush II Fast Evaporating A/C Flush, Gallon
CCM CQEF2Q CARQUEST® Extra Flush II Fast Evaporating A/C Flush, Quart

CARQUEST® Fast Flush II A/C Flush
Compatible with both R-134a and R-12 A/C lubricants. Fast Flush is non-hazardous, non-toxic & non-flammable. Biodegradable & environmentally friendly.
CCM CQFFG CARQUEST® Fast Flush II A/C Flush, Gallon
CCM CQFFQ CARQUEST® Fast Flush II A/C Flush, Quart

Solvent Flush & Clean
- A/C flush solution that effectively cleans R-134a A/C systems
- Solvent based
- Fast-drying - Evaporates quickly
- Leaves no residue
QST CQS-11 Solvent Flush & Clean, 1 Quart

CARQUEST® Blue PAG Oil
Meets OEM PAG oil performance specifications. Specially formulated for OEM and aftermarket air conditioning systems using R-134a refrigerant & 125 viscosity PAG Oil. Contains conditioners, inhibitors and anti-wear agents for superior lubricity and compressor protection.
CCM CQPB32 CARQUEST® Blue PAG Oil, 32 oz.
CCM CQPB8 CARQUEST® Blue PAG Oil, 8 oz.

CARQUEST® PAG Oils without U/V Dye
100% synthetic PAG lubricant without U/V Dye. Technologically advanced formula designed for maximum moisture resistance. Meets or exceeds OEM specifications. Specially formulated for O.E. and aftermarket air conditioning systems using R-134a refrigerant. Contains conditioners, inhibitors and anti-wear agents for superior lubricity and compressor protection.
CCM CQP150-128 PAG 150 Viscosity Without U/V Dye, Gallon
CCM CQP150-32 PAG 150 Viscosity Without U/V Dye, 32 oz.
CCM CQP150-8 PAG 150 Viscosity Without U/V Dye, 8 oz.
CCM CQP100-128 PAG 100 Viscosity Without U/V Dye, Gallon
CCM CQP100-32 PAG 100 Viscosity Without U/V Dye, 32 oz.
CCM CQP100-8 PAG 100 Viscosity Without U/V Dye, 8 oz.
CCM CQP46-128 PAG 46 Viscosity Without U/V Dye, Gallon
CCM CQP46-32 PAG 46 Viscosity Without U/V Dye, 32 oz.
CCM CQP46-8 PAG 46 Viscosity Without U/V Dye, 8 oz.

CARQUEST® PAG Oil with U/V Dye
100% synthetic PAG lubricant with U/V Dye. Technologically advanced formula designed for maximum moisture resistance. Meets or exceeds OEM specifications. Specially formulated for O.E. and aftermarket air conditioning systems using R-134a refrigerant. Contains conditioners, inhibitors and anti-wear agents for superior lubricity and compressor protection. U/V Dye can be detected using any standard UV dye light.
CCM CQP100-128D PAG 100 Viscosity With U/V Dye, Gallon
CCM CQP100-32D PAG 100 Viscosity With U/V Dye, 32 oz.
CCM CQP100-8D PAG 100 Viscosity With U/V Dye, 8 oz.
CCM CQP150-128D PAG 150 Viscosity With U/V Dye, Gallon
CCM CQP150-32D PAG 150 Viscosity With U/V Dye, 32 oz.
CCM CQP150-8D PAG 150 Viscosity With U/V Dye, 8 oz.
CCM CQP46-128D PAG 46 Viscosity With U/V Dye, Gallon
CCM CQP46-32D PAG 46 Viscosity With U/V Dye, 32 oz.
CCM CQP46-8D PAG 46 Viscosity With U/V Dye, 8 oz.
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A/C Lubricants

**Quest PAG Oil**

- **GPH-6** PAG 150 High Viscosity Oil, 8 oz.
- **GPM-7** PAG 100 Medium Viscosity Oil, 8 oz.
- **GPL-5** PAG 46 Low Viscosity Oil, 8 oz.

**PAG 46 Oil & UV Dye**
- Low Viscosity PAG Oil for R-134a Auto A/C Systems
- System Safe UV Leak Detection Dye
- Meets OEM Specifications

- **P-150UV** PAG 150 Oil & UV Dye, 8 oz.
- **P-100UV** PAG 100 Oil & UV Dye, 8 oz.
- **P-46UV** PAG 46 Oil & UV Dye, 8 oz.

**Ester Refrigerant**

- **310UV** Ester 100 Oil & UV Dye, 8 oz.

**Ester 100 Oil & UV Dye**
- Medium Viscosity Ester Oil for All R-134a Systems
- ISO 100 viscosity, SUS at 100°F
- System Safe UV Leak Detection Dye
- Formulated for Retrofitting R-12 Systems to R-134a
- Meets OEM Specifications

- **PY-7** Ester Refrigerant, 8 oz.

**Quest R-134a Ester Oil Charge**
Contains R134a and ISO 100 Ester lubricant, plus conditioners that penetrate and rejuvenate o-rings, gaskets and other rubber connectors to improve durability.

- **312** Quest Ester Oil Charge, 3 oz.

**Quest R-134a PAG Oil Charge**
Contains R134a and ISO PAG lubricant, plus conditioners that penetrate and rejuvenate o-rings, gaskets and other rubber connectors to improve durability.

- **310H** Quest R-134a PAG 150 Oil Charge, 3 oz.
- **310** Quest R-134a PAG 100 Oil Charge, 3 oz.
- **310L** Quest R-134a PAG 46 Oil Charge 3 oz.

**Quest R-134a Oil Charge**
Contains 8.5 oz. of PAG oil and 3 oz. of R-134a refrigerant, plus conditioners that penetrate and rejuvenate o-rings, gaskets and other rubber connectors to improve durability.

- **309** Quest R-134a Oil Charge 11.5 oz.
Quest R-134a Retrofit Oil
Contains 3 oz. of retrofit oil with special conversion additives, Stop Leak and O-ring conditioner. Used in retrofit kits 318P, 320 and 321.

QST 318CS  Quest R-134a Retrofit Oil, 3 oz.

Quest R-134a Plus
Contains everything needed for a complete A/C tune-up. It contains 11 oz. R-134a refrigerant, 2 oz. of PAG oil to lubricate and quiet noisy compressors and 1 oz. of Cool Down to improve cooling up to 10º. It also adds O-ring conditioner to improve durability, Stop Leak to prevent refrigerant leakage and Red Dye to mark leaks that may need to be manually repaired.

QST 307  Quest R-134a Plus, 14 oz.
QST 307CA  Quest R-134a Plus, 14 oz. (For California CARB32 Compliance)

Quest R-134a High Mileage Vehicles Oil Charge
High Mileage Vehicles products are formulated to improve performance in older auto air conditioners. In addition to rejuvenating the system seals to stop refrigerant leaks, it dissolves carbon and forms a protective film to decrease friction and extends the working life of all moving parts. Eye catching metallic gold dome top packaging. Comparable to ID HMR-2.

QST 340  Quest R134a High Mileage Vehicles Refrigerant with Stop Leak - 13 oz., 12 cans per case
QST 340CA  R-134a High Mileage With Stop Leak, 12 oz. (For California CARB32 Compliance)

A/C Performance Enhancer
Increases cooling capacity and reduces cool-down time. Cleans and revitalizes R-134a A/C systems. Reduces compressor wear and is compatible with PAG, Ester and Mineral oils. Will not harm A/C system components or equipment. Comparable to ICE32.

CCM 13111  A/C Performance Enhancer

Quest R-134a Quick Cool with Shelf Saver Cap
QUICK COOL is the easiest way to tune up your A/C system with no additional tools. Contains 12 oz. of R134a, 2 oz. of PAG oil to lubricate and quite noisy compressors, Stop Leak to prevent refrigerant leakage and O-ring conditioner to improve durability. Includes patented shelf-saver dispensing top.

QST 306  Quest R-134a Quick Cool with Shelf Saver Cap 14 oz.
QST 306CA  R-134a QUICK COOL With Dispenser, 14 oz. (For California CARB32 Compliance)

Quest R-134a Rechill Kit with Sub-Zero Synthetic Plus Stop Leak
R134a Sub-Zero Synthetic A/C Booster is formulated to improve the auto air conditioners cooling capability and give better heat exchange. Product forms a protective film to decrease friction, reduce engine drag, prevent oxidation, and extend the working life of all moving parts, including the compressor. Contains 32 oz. of 134a refrigerant and 4 oz. of Sub-Zero Synthetic A/C Booster (two 18 oz. cans). Patent Pending reusable recharge hose with gauge handle checks low side pressure while adding any R-134a threaded top product. All together in one convenient easy to use kit.

QST 322  Quest R-134a Rechill Kit with Sub-Zero Synthetic Plus Stop Leak

Quest R134a w/Sub Zero Synthetic A/C Booster
SubZero Synthetic is a cutting edge lubricant for automotive air conditioners. The recommended two ounce application can improve the cooling performance up to 18%. It is compatible with PAG & POE lubricants. 2 oz. Sub Zero Synthetic.

QST 343  Quest R134a w/Sub Zero Synthetic A/C Booster, 14 oz. w/Shelf Saver Cap, 12 cans per case
QST 343CA  R-134a with Sub Zero Synthetic A/C Booster, 14 oz. (For California CARB32 Compliance)
QST 345  Quest R134a w/Sub Zero Synthetic A/C Booster - 19 oz. w/Reusable Recharge Hose w/Inline Gauge, 12 cans per case
QST 345CA  R-134a with Sub Zero Synthetic A/C Booster, 18 oz. (For California CARB32 Compliance)
QST 347  Quest R134a w/Sub Zero Synthetic A/C Booster - 13 oz.
QST 347CA  R-134a with Sub Zero Synthetic A/C Booster, 12 oz. (For California CARB32 Compliance)
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A/C Sealers, Boosters & O-Ring Spray Lubricants

Quest Sub Zero Synthetic A/C Booster
Contains 2 oz. of R134a with UV Dye for leak detection and 2 oz. of Sub-Zero Synthetic A/C Booster. Formulated to improve the auto air conditioners cooling capabilities and proved better heat exchange. Sub-Zero Synthetic forms a protective film to decrease friction, reduce engine drag, prevent oxidation and sludge formation, and extend the working life of all moving components. Includes lock-on dispenser for quick-and-easy installation. Patented lock-on dispenser meets EPA requirements.

Quest R-134a Refrigerant with Stop Leak
12.3 oz. of 134a refrigerant with conditioners that penetrate and rejuvenate o-rings, gaskets and other rubber connectors to stop leaks.

R-134a with Leak Sealer and UV Dye
• 10 oz. of R-134a to replace lost refrigerant.
• Contains Stop Leak to seal most common leaks in rubber hoses, gaskets, and o-rings.
• Single application of UV leak detection dye to help spot future leaks.

R-134a with Leak Sealer and UV Dye
QST R-134a with Stop Leak, 12.3 oz.
QST R-134a with Leak Sealer and UV Dye, 10.25 oz.

R-134a EZ Chill®
• Restores lost refrigerant and oil and seals most common leaks in rubber hoses, gaskets and o-rings.
• Built in disposable dispenser in a shelf saver cap.

R-134a 1st Charge with ICE® 32
Instantly lubricates new compressors by helping prevent oil starvation and provides ultimate protection against compressor wear. Absorbs moisture to help prevent corrosion of system components. Contains ICE® 32 lubricant enhancer for ultimate performance and friction reduction.

A/C Leak Stop
Stops small leaks in evaporators, condensers, hoses, gaskets & seals. Does not contain polymers. Will not harm A/C system components, reclamation or recovery machines. Will not clog orifice tubes. 2 oz. bottle treats 1 vehicle. Installs easily using a standard oil injector.

CARQUEST® O-Ring Spray Lubricant
Lubricates o-rings for easier installation. Helps prevent leaks resulting from pinched o-rings. Easy-to-apply lightweight oil comes in a convenient 4 oz., mist spray bottle.

QST 342D Quest Sub Zero Synthetic A/C Booster - 4 oz. w/Lock on Dispenser, 12 cans per case
QST SD-134CA R-134a EZ Chill®, 13 oz., (For California CARB32 Compliance)
QST 308 Quest R-134a Refrigerant with Stop Leak 12.3 oz.
QST 308CA R-134a with Stop Leak, 12.3 oz. (For California CARB32 Compliance)
QST R-134a with Leak Sealer and UV Dye, 10.25 oz.
QST R-134a with Leak Sealer and UV Dye, 10.25 oz. (California Approved)
QST 350 Quest R-134a 1st Charge with ICE® 32 Lubricant Enhancer, 12.5 oz.
QST 350CA R-134a 1st Charge With ICE® 32, 12.5 oz. (For California CARB32 Compliance)
QST 311 Quest R-134a Stop Leak with Leak Finder and O-Ring Conditioner
QST 325 Quest R-134a Super Seal 3 oz.
QST 308 Quest R-134a Refrigerant with Stop Leak
QST 308CA R-134a with Stop Leak, 12.3 oz.
QST R-134a with Leak Sealer and UV Dye, 10.25 oz.
QST R-134a with Leak Sealer and UV Dye, 10.25 oz. (California Approved)
QST 350 Quest R-134a 1st Charge with ICE® 32 Lubricant Enhancer, 12.5 oz.
QST 350CA R-134a 1st Charge With ICE® 32, 12.5 oz. (For California CARB32 Compliance)
QST 311 Quest R-134a Stop Leak with Leak Finder and O-Ring Conditioner
QST 325 Quest R-134a Super Seal 3 oz.
QST R-134a with Leak Sealer and UV Dye, 10.25 oz.
QST R-134a with Leak Sealer and UV Dye, 10.25 oz. (California Approved)
Quest R-12/R-22 Super Seal
Patented R-12/R-22 Super Seal is vacuum packed without refrigerant for use in any A/C system. With the A/C off, the vacuum pulls refrigerant into the can. Turn the A/C on and the suction pulls the Super Seal into the A/C system. A Red Dye marks larger leaks that may need to be manually repaired. Includes recharge hose with can-tap and 1/4” female connector. May also be used with other refrigerants. Complete instructions enclosed.

QST 326 Quest R-12/R-22 Super Seal

LeakGuard Professional A/C Sealant
The only A/C Sealant available that is Certified to meet SAE J2670 Standard!

UVW 480308 LeakGuard Professional A/C Sealant, 8 oz./240mL Cartridge

Leak Stop Detection Identification Labels
Multi-use label notes presence of leak stop in A/C or other engine systems.

CCM SLAB-10CQ Leak Stop Detection Identification Labels 10 per bag

Quest A/C and Heater Duct Cleaner
Eliminates odors caused by mold, mildew, smoke, bacteria, algae, and cigarette smoke. The spray enters your air intake vents and circulates throughout the vehicle and A/C system.

QST 760 Quest A/C and Heater Duct Cleaner, 7.25 oz.

Adapter for CARB32 Self Sealing Valves
Allows use of piercing-style recharge hoses with R134a cans equipped with self sealing valves.

QST DVA-1 Adapter for CARB32 Self Sealing Valves
## Air Conditioning

### A/C Service Port Repair Kit
Contains:
- 1 - Valve Core Tool
- 1 - Replacement Valve Cores
- 1 - Low and High Side Valve Protective Caps

QST LR-14  A/C Service Port Repair Kit

### MiST™ - Promo Pack
Improves in-car air quality as it refreshes and revitalizes the air people breathe. Penetrates deep into the vehicle's HVAC system to eliminate mold, mildew, and associated odors.

Contains:
- 1 - 590150 Unit
- 24 - 590250 Solution
- 12 - 590238 Vanilla Vent Clips (1 pk)
- 12 - 590235 Summer Breeze Vent Clips (1 pk)
- 2 - 98003163 Mist Poster
- 1 - 99090560 Mist POS Stand
- 24 - 99090570 Mist Mirror Hangers (2 pk)
- 96 - 99090575 Mist Consumer Sheet (2 pk)

UVW 590150X MiST™ - Promo Pack
UVW 590250 MiST™ Cleaning Solution, 3.38 oz./100mL (For use with MiST™ Unit #590150)

### Digital Thermometer
Use on any air conditioner to measure temperature at dash outlet to evaluate performance. Magnified dial. The 422 is a digital model that is easy to read and comes equipped with a wide temperature range.

QST 422  Auto Air Conditioner Digital Test Thermometer

### A/C Test Thermometer
Helps diagnose A/C performance in R-134a, R-22 and R-12 systems. Checks outlet duct temperature and ambient temperature. The 1” magnified dial reads 0° to 220° Fahrenheit and has a 5” probe for ease of use. Great for auto and home use. Includes holder and clip.

QST TH-27  A/C Test Thermometer

### Graduated Measuring Cup
Plastic graduated measuring cup with 8 oz. scale. Measure the exact amount of oil for the system being serviced.

CCM M782  Graduated Measuring Cup

### Compressor Turner Tool
Threads into the clutch hub and fits most hex-less clutch hubs. Uses a standard 19 mm wrench. Spreads lubrication to prevent compressor damage at start-up. Allows you to check for internal damage. Helps free a compressor that has seized due to sticky protective coatings.

EQP 67700  Compressor Turner Tool

### O-Ring 8 Piece Kit (240 Count)
Contains:
- 8 - High Temp HNBR Rubber O-Rings for R-12 and R-134a Automotive A/C systems
- 1 - 240 Piece Assortment
- 1 - Hanging Clamshell Package

QST ORNG-2  O-Ring 8 Piece Kit (240 Count)